WHEN SOMEONE YOU CARE
ABOUT SUFFERS FROM OPIOID OR
ALCOHOL ADDICTION
From people who have been there

Pocket Guide Series

Addiction doesn’t just
impact those who suffer
from this disease.
The effects of addiction ripple out widely, to parents,
spouses, children, friends and colleagues.
If you suspect that someone you care about has an
addiction to drugs or alcohol, figuring out what to do
can seem overwhelming. The truth is that there’s no
one-size fits all formula for how to help the person
suffering while managing the fallout of their addiction
on your own life.
But learning from the journeys of others can provide a
roadmap. That’s why we asked a group of CleanSlate
employees who have been personally affected by
addiction to share their experiences.
How did they cope?
How did they help their loved one while also
taking care of themselves and their family?
What did they learn from the challenges they
went through?
And what guidance can we highlight from these
experiences?
Here are their stories, in their own words.*

*While most CleanSlate employees are open about
sharing their personal stories with patients and
others, we have changed all names for this piece.
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MICHELLE:

Care Coordinator, CleanSlate

On Jan. 1, 2016, the father of my children told me

organizations around addiction are listed in 211, it’s a

that he suffered from Substance Use Disorder. I

good starting point. I made hundreds of calls to find a

can’t describe what a shock this was. This wasn’t

bed for my husband. I finally found a bed that had a

someone who looked like he suffered from an SUD.

two-week wait, but when the time came, my husband

We both had phenomenal jobs, we had kids, life was

never showed up. In fact, my husband went missing.

good. Or so I thought.

And he remains missing to this day. We know he’s alive
because he’s still on Facebook. But nobody has seen

My husband said that he wanted to go to inpatient

him for 2 1/2 years.

rehab. He didn’t want to start with medication
treatment for his addiction. He was so lost, but was

At the time, I was employed as a social worker. I

serious about wanting to go to rehab. I reached out to

had friends who worked at CleanSlate and in the

a friend who was educated on this issue because he

field of addiction. But even I had such a hard time

had experienced it personally. He walked me through

talking about this. I went through six to eight months

his process and gave me advice.

of feeling abject shame. Truly, the shame factor is
overwhelming; families who are affected by addiction

At the time, I lived in Massachusetts, so I learned

try to hide it rather than getting help. The stigma hits

about calling 211. It’s a resource that facilitates ways

you so hard.

for people to get help from addiction. While not all
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I kept asking myself: what could I have done differently?

LESSONS I WANT TO SHARE

My husband didn’t display any obvious signs of
addiction. Were there other signs I could have been
looking for?

You can’t make someone want
to go through recovery until
they’re ready.

I realized that I had to better educate myself on addiction
to cope with my situation. I moved my family across
the country and found a job as a Care Coordinator for

CleanSlate. Now I understand how important medication-

Educate yourself so you know
your options.

assisted treatment (MAT) is to recovery.

We often get family members in our centers who don’t

Keep an up-to-date list of local
resources for yourself and your
loved one.

know what MAT is. I explain the process, show them how
heroin and other opioids affect the brain. I show them the
research, and you can see their minds change.
The main thing I learned about coping with the addiction
of a loved one is that nobody will achieve recovery
from addiction if they don’t want to achieve recovery for
themselves. They can’t do it for anyone else.

I kept asking myself: what
could I have done differently?
I also learned that education is a #1 priority. Keep
an open mind that there is more than one way to
treat addiction. Being open to different approaches
is so important.
In Indiana, the Governor has launched a campaign

called “Know the O Facts” which aims to change the
mindset around addiction. Even just changing the way
we talk about addiction, having the right terminology that
isn’t stigmatizing, is important.
Arming yourself with the facts and a list of local
resources, wherever you are, is critical. Keep an active,
up-to-date resource list for your loved one, including
treatment providers that may be helpful in their area.
When you feel backed into a corner, all of these steps
help you have hope.
And hope is freeing.
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If I didn’t change,
I was going to
lose my daughter
and maybe even
my life.
DIEGO:

perceived as a criminal or a “junkie” anymore. I wanted

Center Manager, CleanSlate

to prove to myself and to my 11-year-old daughter that
I could achieve recovery. If I didn’t change, I was going
to lose my daughter and maybe even my life. I made a

There is so much stigma around addiction and so

commitment to focus on my own recovery.

many people who are ashamed. I hear it from patients;
they feel like people look down on them. I used to be

I found my way back to CleanSlate and got on Vivitrol

one of those patients.

for more than a year. I got involved in AA, NA, and
read the big book. I surrounded myself only with

I’m from a rough town with a lot of crime and drugs.

people who are positive influences.

My father was a police officer, and my parents didn’t
even drink. They had the mentality that addiction is

On April 4th, I celebrated my second year of sobriety.

a “choice.” But I eventually learned that I have an

My last drink was on my birthday two years ago.

addictive personality.

Here’s how much my life has turned around: now
I speak at a lot of meetings and schools about

I started out experimenting with marijuana in high

addiction. My daughter is with me all the time. I’m

school. I didn’t get into opiates until I was around

super busy building a brand new life. I went back to

26. And then I just wanted more and more. I tried a

school and got licensed for addiction counseling. I’m

lot of programs to kick my addiction. That includes

able to really connect with my patients because I

CleanSlate, which I tried and left a few times at first,

have been exactly where they are.

as well as rehabs and detoxes.

Here’s what I learned from my own experience: If a

After seven years of struggling with opiates, I

person isn’t ready to change, they won’t. You have to

eventually hit bottom. I had no friends, my family

be ready to commit your whole life to recovery. You

wanted nothing to do with me, I landed in jail and then

have to be honest with yourself, and really humble

I was homeless. Eventually I realized that I had nothing

yourself to the process.

left to lose. Enough was enough. I didn’t want to be
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Before, I wasn’t ready for recovery to stick. Now I

LESSONS I WANT TO SHARE

know that if it wasn’t for my recovery, I wouldn’t have
gone back to school. I wouldn’t have a job. I wouldn’t
have friends. I wouldn’t have my daughter in my life.

Addiction is a disease,
not a choice.

My advice to patients is: don’t give up. My advice to
friends and family is: you may have to let go if your
loved one isn’t ready. It’s very difficult, and every family

If your loved one isn’t ready for
recovery, you may need to let
go until they are.

is different. But educating yourself helps.
My parents didn’t understand what addiction was. They
kept asking me, “Why are you doing this to yourself?”

Medication treatment is an
effective, accessible and
convenient treatment.

“Just be a man and quit.” I would try to explain what
was happening to me but they just didn’t get it. Now my
mother understands that I have a disease. Groups like
Al-Anon help parents and families get educated. And it
provides a place where they can process their feelings.
For me, rock bottom was going to jail. I was a walking
zombie. You would have been scared of me if you had
seen me. Now my mother is proud of me. I have a life
now. I have responsibilities and have to pay bills. I was
lucky that I climbed out of rock bottom. Unfortunately,
not everyone comes back from rock bottom. There
are way too many people dying. They’re not trying to
literally kill themselves. But if they get a bad bag of
heroin, there is no coming back.
Where I am, there are 5 or 6 detoxes in the whole
state. Parents trying to get help for their kids think
they have to get them into a detox, and they can’t get
help fast enough. Information around addiction is not
getting out to the general public fast enough. And that
includes this piece of information: detox is not the only
form of treatment. Methadone is one option, but it’s a
daily commitment. I have found that Suboxone is so
much easier.
In my work, I love to give patients hope. They’re
inspired by my recovery and know that if I can do it,
they can, too.
As Warriors for Hope, we show patients that with
recovery, they can have a whole other life.
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JAMIE:

Consultant, CleanSlate

Five years ago, I suspected that my son was using

Your child has become a loner with few or

drugs. I felt helpless, but I’ve learned so much since

no friends.

then. Now I try to use my own experience of getting

Or there has been a change in the kind of friends

my son into medication-assisted treatment to help

they hang out with.

other patients and their families.

Household items are going missing.

Here is my own checklist of warning signs that
a child is suffering from addiction, based on my

You discover that your child is selling possessions.

personal experience:

Parents who are trying to help children with an

You notice that spoons are missing.

addiction all have the same questions:

Your child is wearing long-sleeved shirts in

Where do I turn for help?

the summer.

How quickly can I get them help?

Or you see marks on their arms.

How long will treatment take to “work?”

You find lighters in the bathroom.

How long will treatment last?
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The time period after detox carries
the most risk for overdose, because
if patients relapse, their tolerance is
so much lower than it used to be.
Medication-assisted treatment can
literally save their life.
Here’s what you have to remember: as with many
other diseases, addiction requires a slightly different
path for every individual. Treatment and recovery will
vary according to many factors.
Taking that first step to get help can be very tough.
If you’re able to connect with your loved one and
really get them to listen, you probably have a very
short window. Help your loved one understand the
benefits of getting treatment. Tell them, “I am saving
your life today. Because you’re worth it.” Reinforce
that their lives are not disposable. Keep emphasizing
how much you care about them.
If your loved one enters any kind of a detox
program, the most important thing to remember is
that when they are discharged you can’t let them
get away for a minute before you start them right
away into a medication-assisted treatment program.

LESSONS I WANT TO SHARE

The time period after detox carries the most risk for
overdose, because if patients relapse their tolerance
is so much lower than it used to be. Medicationassisted treatment can literally save their life.

Understand the signs of addiction.

Family members also need to get support for

Make sure that if your loved
one starts in a detox program
they have a MAT program in place
immediately upon discharge.

themselves. The stigma around addiction makes it
tough for parents, siblings and others to open up
and get help for what they’re going through.
So pull together a trusted community of people you

Pull together a community
of support for yourself and
your family.

can lean on for support. Find groups that can help with
that support, and get informed about the disease of
addiction so you understand what to expect and the
steps to take for your child or loved one.
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MARK:

Care Coordinator, CleanSlate

Years ago, back in the 90’s, I had a brother-in-law who

mental torment was more than he could take. He couldn’t

suffered from addiction. We used to be best friends.

bear to go through the cycle of addiction again. So he

As a matter of fact, I used to get high with him back in

grabbed a gun and ended his life.

the day. But then he graduated to heroin. Soon he was

While all drug and alcohol addictions are difficult to

homeless.

treat, opiate addiction is a different beast altogether. This

He tried rehab for six to seven months and was clean

addiction is the most difficult to beat, in my opinion.

for a year. But then he went to a bar with his brother

People with addiction are great at hiding the truth. Early

one night.

on in their addiction, they can generally still function. And

He had one drink...and that’s all it took.

then that ability to hide their addiction evaporates.

That one drink triggered thoughts of using heroin. The

I was one of those people.
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We need to end the
stigma not only around
addiction but also around
medication for addiction.

Now I have a stepdaughter, Caroline, who suffers
from Opioid Use Disorder (OUD). To make matters
worse, she’s in an abusive relationship, which
perpetuates her refusal to enter treatment.
We have tried so hard to reach her and get her out
of her abusive relationship and into treatment. At
one point, my wife put her into a hotel and begged
me to try talking to her again. We thought that she
might finally be ready to get help.
Caroline was crying to me, “I can’t live like this
anymore.” I reassured her that she didn’t have to.
We got her a bed in a detox program, but by now
she had had a baby. She said she wouldn’t go to

I was using opiates, alcohol, Xanax and marijuana.

rehab without her baby.

When I finally had enough, I went to rehab. Ultimately, I
was in five rehabs.

Caroline never got help.

The first one used up all the money I had saved up

Since then, we have had no contact with Caroline.

for college. I entered the second rehab to save a job.

My wife and I now have custody of our four-year-

The third rehab was to save a relationship. The fourth

old granddaughter, and Caroline has showed up for

rehab was mandated for probation. By the time of the

maybe two or three visits with her daughter. She has

last rehab, I was suicidal. I told myself I couldn’t live

not called us since December, 2015.

like this anymore. Everything I did to try to stop using
didn’t work.
I actually developed a plan to commit suicide: I was
going to drive off the mountain. But when the time
came, my car’s tires sank in soft coal.
I looked up and said, “I can’t even do this right.”
I finally was committed to make my last recovery
attempt work. I had to change. And now I was doing it
for me; nobody or nothing else.
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It’s so difficult when you have a loved one who has an

Usually, it takes people several tries for recovery to stick.

addiction but isn’t ready to commit to their recovery.

We all need to be open-minded and encourage people

They have to hit bottom. Something very impactful has

suffering from addiction to stay persistent and go to

to happen for them to realize that they have a problem

the next step. Prepare them for the obstacles they will

and they can’t go on.

face in getting treatment and don’t let that stop them

When families approach me, they don’t know where
to turn when a loved one has an addiction. It’s so

from trying to get help. And in my experience that help
should include medication treatment.

confusing. Here is what I tell families about the

So many times, people who overdose are given Narcan,

different states of change, as they try to encourage

then taken to the hospital where they are not treated

their loved one into treatment:

very well. Even people who work in hospitals have a

Pre-contemplation stage

stigma about addiction. There’s just not an empathy
towards people with Opiod Use Disorder. Patients are

Contemplation stage

stabilized, and then they walk out the door.

Preparation stage

It’s very difficult to get the hospitals on board with

Action stage
— At this point, the person is actively making a
call or seeking out some kind of help, whether
it’s going to rehab, going to meetings, starting
a medication-assisted treatment program, etc.
Maintenance
— Sustained change continues to happen
Relapse
— When this happens, patients fall back into old
patterns of behavior

treating addiction properly, as a chronic disease.
They look at patients as a burden. “They did this to
themselves,” they think. “My time is better served
helping people who had an accident.”
Sometimes, people don’t even make it to the hospital
after they’ve overdosed. They’re administered with
Narcan by first responders, and that’s it. Obviously
reviving patients is not the same as treating their
addiction. They’ll likely overdose again if they’re not
given treatment for their underlying disease.
We need to end the stigma not only around addiction
but also around medication for addiction. This
mindset that you’re not truly in recovery if you’re
taking medication must stop. There must be a shift in

Usually, it takes
people several tries
for recovery to stick.

understanding that addiction is a disease, not a moral
failure, and medication can help treat the disease.
Counseling is a very beneficial tool in addiction
treatment, but it is most useful when it accompanies
medication-assisted therapy.
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I’m so impressed with the results of medication

I help patients understand that they can go from being,

treatment. Every day, this saves lives. And the positive

like me, in jail and completely dysfunctional, to happy,

transformations in people can be incredibly rapid.

satisfied with their lives, and even helping others.

When I started working at CleanSlate, I saw just what

I tell patients, “This is something that you can have,

a difference outpatient medication treatment made.

too.” But patients have to decide that this is what they

Without medication, these people would relapse and

want for themselves. So often they don’t feel worthy

sometimes go to jail. But after starting at CleanSlate, their

of anything positive. Some of them don’t feel like they

lives would completely turned around within a matter of

deserve to be alive. All of this is a process of getting

weeks. I have seen people getting jobs within a month

people to feel that they do deserve to be happy. They

of starting their treatment; it’s amazing to see what’s

feel like they deserve the chaos and dysfunction. What

possible. That’s why I’m so happy to work at CleanSlate.

they think is: “I’m a piece of garbage. I don’t deserve
that life.”

One patient we saw had overdosed four times. But he
has never again used heroin since the day he started

It’s up to us - those who love these people or are

on Suboxone. Now he’s got a job, a car and has

helping them in some way - to make them know that,

moved out of his mom’s house. Another patient had

yes - you do deserve to be happy.

been constantly in and out of jail. His probation officer

When I tell this to people, they will often start crying.

was against MAT, but this patient convinced his PO

And then there’s sometimes a breakthrough moment

to let him start on MAT. Ever since, he’s never had a

where they start to believe what I’m telling them.

single other parole violation.

Upwards of 80% of the patients we see are

I always engage patients and meet them where they

dealing with some sort of trauma. Sometimes it’s

are. I talk to them about where I used to be. I try to

unrecognized or untreated, but the trauma still sits

make them aware of the dysfunction in their lives and

there and festers underneath the surface.

consider how drugs are not resolving the negative
issues they struggle with.
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I help patients understand
that they can go from being,
like me, in jail and completely
dysfunctional, to happy and
satisfied with their lives.

LESSONS I WANT TO SHARE
Medication treatment saves lives
and can help patients quickly feel
“normal” again.
Medication treatment is not
“substituting one drug for another.”

When something triggers that to the surface, it’s hard
to cope with the feelings. Sometimes having patients
get in touch with those feelings might be enough

Friends and family should
encourage loved ones throughout
recovery and show them that
they care.

to make them start to think about questions like,
“Where am I headed?” and “Is this what I want for
my future?” With some of these people, they think it
might be 6-7 months before they could possibly feel
better. They’re amazed when MAT helps them feel
normal so quickly.
At CleanSlate, we treat our patients with respect.
This can be liberating for patients - they’re not

To find out more about
medication-assisted treatment
and CleanSlate, please visit
www.cleanslatecenters.com.

used to this. We show them that we understand
they’re dealing with a sickness, and their behaviors
are symptoms of the disease. We understand that
addiction isn’t something where people go away,
get fixed and can come back cured. Relapses are

If you or someone you know
needs help, call 833-505-HOPE
or locate the CleanSlate center
nearest you by going to the
website listed above.

common; we don’t expect that people will never use
drugs again. It’s just like falling off of your diet.
Friends and family need to be able to send their
loved ones to care that works. It’s so easy to get
scammed by false promises.
Medication-assisted treatment is now widely considered
the gold standard of care for addiction. Friends and
family can support their loved one’s recovery by
understanding that medication is consistent with your
loved one’s sobriety and abstinence. People who use
addiction medications are in recovery - they are not
abusing medications by taking them as prescribed.
They are not substituting one drug for another; they are
in treatment.
And these patients must stay on the medications for
as long as they and their doctor think it’s important.
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